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LOX24
ABOUT US
As an owner-managed company, we have been providing services in the online communications sector for more than 10
years. Having started out initially in the private client sector, we have now been fulfilling the challenging demands of business
clients in Germany, Austria and Switzerland for years. We orient our service offers towards the requirements and wishes of
our clients in a dynamic, innovative and flexible manner.
++

Our services

Our communications services realize an added value for you and your clients. We provide products at the highest quality
level and secure attractive savings potentials through market comparisons. We maintain close communication in order to
define a suitable product together with you. At the same time, our services are designed as uncomplicated as possible. This
includes a transparent pricing system as well as a simple and trim interface. In contrast to other companies, we are subject to
the German Telecommunications Act with its stringent requirements on data protection. This includes the regulation by the
German Federal Network Agency. Your data will not be sold, intercepted or abused in any way.

**

Worldwide availability

With us you can reach 800 networks with just one
connection and access almost any cellphone in the world.
**

Personal support

Quality is important for us; a personal contact person
will be available for you at all times. We ensure personal
and qualified support.
*

**

Standardized services

We are obligated to provide our telecommunications services according to European norms. We also rely on industrial standards such as SOAP, XML and HTTP.
**

Maintaining telecommunications secrecy

As a German company, we are obligated to maintain telecommunications secrecy according to §88 of the German
Telecommunications Act.

No data retention

In accordance with the ruling of the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany, we do not retain your communication data.
**

Affordable rates and planning security

Quality and security

Ensuring delivery quality is a priority for us. If necessary,
a proactive quality assurance system will switch automatically to one of our redundant network connections.
**

**

Our staggered prices according to the in-payment
amount allow you to purchase larger SMS packages at a
discount. We also do not charge fixed costs.

**

Securing your data

In accordance with §96 of the German Telecommunications Act, we will exclusively use your sensitive data to
provide our communications services.

No contractual commitment

We do not require minimum contract terms since we are
convinced that you will be satisfied with our services for
the long term.  

**

Simple interfaces

Our interfaces are user-friendly, which reduces implementation expenditures.

Inspiring clients with our services, providing an added value and making the world a little bit
better. This is just as much our guiding principle as recognizing and utilizing opportunities and
innovations.
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SMS FACTS

In the following we would like to present some facts that illustrate the extraordinary significance of SMS messaging as a
worldwide communication medium. We are certain that SMS messaging will also be suitable for your application needs.
++

Four good reasons for SMS
Point-to-point with one click to any cellphone
You can concurrently send SMS worldwide to as many recipients
as you like with just a few clicks. All existing cellular networks
deliver SMS messages and nearly all cellphones can receive
them.

SMS

Gelesen

E-Mail

Ungelesen








90% of SMS read by recipients
Most bulk mails and emails are not read. Only 40% of emails are
actually opened by the recipient, but, on average, 90% of all SMS
messages are read instantly.

87% of the world’s population can receive SMS
SMS messaging is the medium with the highest rate of distribution. 87% of the world’s population are able to receive SMS
messages. Only 16% of people have access to the Internet and
even fewer people can be reached via Whatsapp/Skype.

15 million SMS per second worldwide
Every second 15 million SMS are sent out worldwide. In the year
2013, more than 63 billion SMS were sent out in Germany, and
the average upwards trend of 15% per year remains unbroken.

Do you want to find out if SMS messaging is also the right answer for you? Contact us and let us advise you without obligation.
You can reach us anytime by calling +49 (30) 868 704 737.

Mail: berlin@lox24.eu
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LOX24
CASE STUDIES
We manage clients from many different industrial sectors with the most varied application areas. Our communication solutions allow us to generate an added value for our clients and, in turn, their clients as well. We are certain that we will also find
the optimal solution for your field of application.

Passenger traffic

Mobile marketing

Office

Delay messages by SMS inform your clients
in advance so they can adjust to a new travel plan, which in turn will relieve your staff
on-site.

Current information will keep your repeat clients informed and alert them to special turnover-increasing campaigns.

For communicating with employees in the
field or for automated personnel planning,
SMS messaging provides a number of advantages for office applications.

Online shopping

Services

Security

Keeping your clients informed about the current order progress gives them a leg up on
the competition and helps optimize logistics
processes.

Appointment reminders via SMS can optimize
utilization in many industry branches, which
stabilizes work processes and increases your
turnover.

SMS Tans or mTans not only protect banking
transactions from unauthorized access but
can also secure your company’s networks and
data.

++

Our clients
**

From small companies to corporations

Our clients include small and medium-sized companies
but also corporations such as AXA, Bosch or Goldman
Sachs.
**

Associations, parties and religious groups

Besides Bundestag parties, a number of registered associations and religious congregations use our services to
keep their members up to date.
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**

Europe-wide

Besides our German clients, we also manage a large
number of clients from other European countries such as
Migros and IKEA in Switzerland.
**

Public institutions

Government agencies and other public institutions such
as the Deutsche Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR)
[German Aerospace Center] also use our service.

Phone: +49 (30) 868 704 737 Mail: berlin@lox24.eu
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SENDING SMS

We offer four different types of SMS. At any time you can choose a suitable SMS type according to the application area and
thus remain flexible. All of our interfaces are also freely available to you. You can e.g. concurrently use our SMS Gateway as
well as the mass SMS function on our website.
++

SMS types
Basic

Economy

Pro

Direct

1 - 30 min.

1 - 10 min.

Max. 60 sec.

Max. 10 sec.

Own sender identification









Delivery reports









SMS response by SMS









SMS response by mail/HTTP





Optional

Coverage of foreign networks

Approx. 138
networks

Approx. 138
networks

Approx. 805
networks

Optional
Approx. 805
networks

From 1.6 cent

From 2.2 cent

From 4.9 cent

From 7.9 cent

Sending duration

Price per SMS
++

Interfaces

There are several different options for sending your SMS messages through us. You can integrate the sending of your messages via our SMS Gateway into your own applications, making the process fully automatic. Or you can use Outlook to send SMS
messages. You also have the option to use our website to send out mass SMS messages with just a few clicks to thousands of
recipients. Additionally, you can also use our Windows software for sending individual and mass SMS.

SMS Gateway

Web Bulk SMS

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Integration in your own application
HTTP(S)/XML/SOAP/Email interfaces
High availability and transfer rate
Optional IP blocking for additional security
Reception of delivery reports and responses
Applicable among other things for PHP, Java, ASP.net

Concurrent sending of any number of SMS
Simple import of numbers and data
Usage of individual distributors
Personalization of SMS texts
Time-delayed appointment transmission possible
Identification of invalid numbers

Outlook/Sharepoint SMS

Windows SMS

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

SMS with Outlook 2007/2010/2013 and Sharepoint
Full access to existing address books
Simple installation also on terminal installations
Sending individual and bulk SMS
Sending automated appointment reminders
Usage of filter rules and forwarding possible

Mail: berlin@lox24.eu

Sending of SMS messages via Windows software
Access to local address books such as Outlook
Import of numbers and files from databases
Sending individual and bulk SMS
Usage of individual distributors
Personalization of bulk SMS

Phone: +49 (30) 868 704 737
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OUR PREPAID RATES
We offer a staggered prepaid rate system according to the advanced payment amount. No matter how many SMS you send out
and for how long you use your credit, you will always remain in the same rate class. For you this means complete independence
from your monthly transmission volume and provides planning security.

Basic

Economy

Pro

Direct

1.6 cent

2.2 cent

4.9 cent

7.9 cent

3.8 cent

3.8 cent

4.0 cent

-

Switzerland

3.8 cent

3.8 cent

6.0 cent

-

Austria

From € 900 charging

3.8 cent

3.8 cent

6.0 cent

-

Worldwide

L

Basic

Economy

Pro

Direct

1.7 cent

2.3 cent

5.0 cent

8.0 cent

3.9 cent

3.9 cent

4.1 cent

-

Switzerland

3.9 cent

3.9 cent

6.1 cent

-

Austria

From € 400 charging

3.9 cent

3.9 cent

6.1 cent

-

Worldwide

M

Basic

Economy

Pro

Direct

1.8 cent

2.4 cent

5.1 cent

8.1 cent

4.0 cent

4.0 cent

4.2 cent

-

Switzerland

4.0 cent

4.0 cent

6.2 cent

-

Austria

From € 145 charging

4.0 cent

4.0 cent

6.2 cent

-

Worldwide

S

Basic

Economy

Pro

Direct

2.4 cent

2.9 cent

5.5 cent

8.4 cent

4.5 cent

4.5 cent

5.0 cent

-

Switzerland

4.5 cent

4.5 cent

7.0 cent

-

Austria

4.5 cent

4.5 cent

7.0 cent

-

Worldwide

XL

From € 40 charging

Set-up fee

€0
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Basic fee

€0

Phone: +49 (30) 868 704 737 Mail: berlin@lox24.eu

Germany

Germany

Germany

Germany

Minimum turnover

€0
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SMS RECEPTION

LOX24 lets you send and receive SMS. You can automatically evaluate these SMS via our interface or receive them as emails.
Three different options are available. With our Basic and Economy SMS service you receive all responses to sent SMS free of
charge from the SMS Gateway. Alternatively, you can also reserve your own number for incoming SMS. You will then receive
all SMS sent to this number. You can, however, also book individual keywords for a shared cellphone number at affordable
prices.
++

Options for receiving SMS







Responses

Keywords

Numbers

You are using Basic or Economy
SMS. Various cellphone numbers
appear as senders on the recipients’
cellphones. All responses to these
numbers will be delivered to you.

You share a number with other clients. You receive all incoming SMS
messages in which the SMS text
begins with the keyword booked by
you.

You receive your own number,
which is accessible worldwide for
all incoming SMS. You can also designate this calling number as the
sender for Pro and Direct SMS.

Responses to sent Basic/Economy
SMS

All received SMS that begin with
your keyword

All SMS received on your personal
number

Only for SMS from Germany

Accessible worldwide

Accessible worldwide

Different, changing and normal
German numbers as senders for
your SMS

A normal cellphone number and a
keyword XYZ defined by you such
as “abcde”

A normal cellphone number such
as 0170-12345678, which is only
activated for you

Via email and interface

Via email and interface

Via email and interface

Set-up fee: € 0

Set-up fee: € 15

Set-up fee: € 45

Monthly fee: € 0

Monthly fee: € 9

Monthly fee: € 19

Fee per SMS: € 0

Fee per SMS: € 0

Fee per SMS: € 0

Minimum contract term:
None

Minimum contract term:
3 months

Minimum contract term:
12 months

Mail: berlin@lox24.eu
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LOX24
This offer is exclusively available to commercial clients. All prices are subject to VAT. Upon request, European companies with a
valid VAT ID will receive a bill without VAT. The same applies to companies outside of the EU (tax reversed). SMS prices always
apply to one SMS (max. 160 characters); an SMS with more characters is calculated according to the number of required SMS
while only 152 characters are available for an extra-long SMS. Updated November 1, 2012

